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ABSTRACT 

Antibacterial agents, commonly known as antibiotics, are among the most widely prescribed and utilized medications in healthcare settings worldwide. However, 

the widespread and often indiscriminate use of antibiotics has led to concerning patterns of use, contributing to the emergence and spread of antimicrobial 

resistance (AMR), a significant global public health threat. This study aimed to investigate the pattern of use of antibacterial agents in a private hospital in 

Yenagoa, Bayelsa State, Nigeria. The objectives of the study were to determine the most frequently used class of antibiotics, identify the percentage of antibiotics 

prescribed by route of administration, and identify the percentage of antibiotics prescribed as generics. The study employed a retrospective approach, utilizing a 

carefully designed data collection form to assess the pattern of antibiotic use in the selected private hospital. Patient folders with prescriptions containing 

antibiotics between January and December 2019 were reviewed. Convenience sampling was used to select the study facility, time frame, and folders. Descriptive 

statistics were employed for data analysis using Microsoft Excel 2021. The demographic data revealed a slightly higher prescription rate for female patients 

(52.59%) and a significant portion of prescriptions for outpatients (64.31%). The age group with the highest prescription rate was 26-30 years (13.18%). Penicillins 

emerged as the most frequently prescribed class of antibiotics (38.19%), followed by Nitroimidazoles (21.43%) and Cephalosporins (15.08%). Oral administration 

was predominant (70%), and a substantial majority of prescriptions were for generic antibiotics (88.31%). The pattern of antibacterial use in this private hospital 

reflects a pragmatic approach focused on widely used antibiotic classes, convenient administration routes, and cost-effective generic options. The findings suggest 

a reliance on Penicillins, Nitroimidazoles, and Cephalosporins for treating infections, with a preference for oral administration due to its convenience and 

suitability for outpatient treatment. The high prescription rate for generic antibiotics highlights a focus on cost-effective treatment options without compromising 

therapeutic efficacy. The study provides insights into the pattern of antibacterial agent use in a private hospital in Yenagoa, Bayelsa State, Nigeria, identifying 

the most commonly prescribed antibiotic classes, routes of administration, and the predominance of generic prescriptions. Future research could explore the 

clinical outcomes associated with these patterns to ensure optimal patient care and adherence to antimicrobial stewardship principles. Additionally, implementing 

comprehensive antibiotic stewardship programs and continuous monitoring of antibiotic use patterns in private healthcare facilities could contribute to combating 

the global threat of antimicrobial resistance. 
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Introduction

Antibacterial agents, commonly known as antibiotics, are among the most 

widely prescribed and utilized medications in healthcare settings worldwide 

[35]. Their introduction has revolutionized the treatment of bacterial 

infections, significantly reducing morbidity and mortality rates associated 

with infectious diseases [13]. However, the widespread and often 

indiscriminate use of antibiotics has led to concerning patterns of use, 

contributing to the emergence and spread of antimicrobial resistance (AMR), 

a significant global public health threat [38]. The inappropriate and excessive 

use of antibiotics is a complex issue influenced by various factors, including 

patient-related, healthcare provider-related, and healthcare system-related 

factors [27,23,30]. These factors often interact and contribute to varying 

patterns of antibiotic use across different regions, healthcare settings, and 

patient populations [20]. In Nigeria, where antibiotics are readily available 

over the counter, and self-medication is common, the potential for 

inappropriate antibiotic use is heightened [26,15]. Furthermore, limited data 

on antibiotic use patterns in healthcare facilities, particularly in private 

hospitals, hinders the development and implementation of effective strategies 

to promote responsible antibiotic prescribing and combat AMR [14]. The rise 

of AMR poses significant challenges for healthcare systems globally, 

including increased healthcare costs, prolonged hospital stays, and limited 

treatment options for infections [11,28]. Additionally, AMR threatens the 

effectiveness of various medical procedures that rely on antibiotics to prevent 

and treat infections, such as organ transplantation, cancer chemotherapy, and 

major surgeries [31]. 

Private hospitals operating within a market-driven healthcare system face 

unique challenges and opportunities regarding antibiotic use and stewardship 

[25]. Financial incentives, profit motives, and patient satisfaction concerns 

may influence antibiotic prescribing decisions, potentially leading to overuse 
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and misuse [27, 11]. Additionally, many private hospitals, particularly those 

with limited resources, may lack robust antibiotic stewardship programs 

(ASPs) and comprehensive surveillance systems for monitoring antibiotic 

use patterns and resistance trends [29, 2]. However, private hospitals also 

have opportunities to implement tailored ASPs, prioritize effective infection 

prevention and control measures, invest in advanced diagnostic tools, and 

provide continuous professional development for healthcare providers [2, 37, 

9, 6]. By capitalizing on these opportunities, private hospitals can optimize 

antibiotic use, improve patient outcomes, and contribute to the global effort 

to combat AMR. In Yenagoa, the capital city of Bayelsa State in Nigeria, 

private hospitals play a significant role in providing healthcare services to the 

local population. However, there is a paucity of data on the pattern of 

antibacterial agent use in these facilities, which hinders the development and 

implementation of targeted interventions to promote responsible antibiotic 

prescribing and address AMR. 

Objectives 

1. To determine the most frequently used class of antibiotics. 

2. To identify the percentage of antibiotics prescribed by route of 

administration. 

3. To identify the percentage of antibiotics prescribed by generics. 

Method 

Study Area 

Family Care Hospital is a private health institution located in Azikoro town, 

in the Yenagoa local government area of Bayelsa state. It plays a vital role in 

providing healthcare services to the local population, serving as a hub for 

primary and secondary medical care, and addressing the healthcare needs of 

the locale. 

Study Setting 

This research was conducted at Family Care Hospital in Opolo town, in 

Yenegoa Local Government Area of Bayelsa State. The study focused on 

patient folders and prescriptions containing antibiotics between January to 

December 2019. This study spanned one month, from 24th January to 23 

February 2024. Only folders that met the inclusion criteria were reviewed for 

the study. 

Study Design 

This study was a retrospective approach, using a carefully designed data 

collection form to assess the pattern of antibiotic use in this selected hospital. 

Only patient folders with prescriptions containing antibiotics were included, 

while folders with prescriptions that did not include antibiotics were excluded 

from the study. 

Sampling 

A convenience sampling technique was adopted in selecting the study facility 

as well as the time frame and folders to survey. 

Data Collection 

Retrospective review of patient records to collect data on antibiotic 

prescriptions, including the type and class of antibiotic as well as route of 

administration and indication. This data was analyzed to identify patterns and 

evaluate the appropriateness of antibiotic prescribing. 

Statistical Analysis 

Quantitative data was analyzed using descriptive statistics. Descriptive 

statistics, such as frequencies and percentages, were used to summarize the 

patterns of antibiotic use. All these were done using Microsoft Excel 2021 

and the result was presented in tables and charts. 

Ethical Approval 

Ethical clearance was obtained from the Bayelsa State Health Research 

Ethics Committee with approval number BSHREC/Vol.1/24/02/16. And 

prior approval was obtained from the facility (hospital) before the 

commencement of data collection. The clearance certificate can be found in 

the appendix.

 

Results 

Demography 

The demographic data shows that the majority of the prescriptions were to female patients (52.29%) while 13.18% of them fell within ages 26 – 30, closely 

followed by those within ages 16 – 20 (12.48%). Furthermore, a chunk of the patients were out-patients representing 64.31%. Further demographic details can 

be found in Table 1 below. 

Table 1: Summary of Demographics for 2019 (January to December) (N =1586) 

Variables Frequency (%) 

GENDER  

Male 742 (46.78%) 

Female 834 (52.59%) 

Missing 10 (0.63%) 

AGE  

0 – 5 104 (6.56%) 

6 – 10 138 (8.70%) 
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11 – 15 45 (2.84%) 

16 – 20 198 (12.48%) 

21 – 25 174 (10.97%) 

26 – 30 209 (13.18%) 

31 – 35 142 (8.95%) 

36 – 40 180 (11.35%) 

41 – 45 136 (8.58%) 

46 – 50 73 (4.60%) 

51 – 55 71 (4.48%) 

56 – 60 68 (4.29%) 

61 – 65 7 (0.44%) 

66 – 70 15 (0.95%) 

>70 0 (0.00%) 

MISSING 26 (1.64%) 

PATIENT STATUS  

In-patient 449 (28.31%) 

Out-patient 1020 (64.31%) 

The data presented below reveals that Penicillins were the most frequently prescribed class of antibiotics (38.19%) followed by Nitroimidazoles (21.43%), then 

Cephalosporins (15.08%). Conversely, Carbapenems and Oxazolidiones were the least prescribed classes of antibiotics (0.43% apiece), followed by the 

sulfonamides (0.48%), while the monobactams were never prescribed within the time frame of reference. Additional details on the antibiotics class prescribed 

within the specified period are contained in Table 2 below. 

Table 2: Distribution of classes of Antibiotics Prescribed 

ANTIBIOTICS CLASSES FREQUENCY (%) 

Penicillins 884 (38.19%) 

Cephalosporins 349 (15.08%) 

Sulfonamides 11 (0.48%) 

Macrolides 62 (2.68%) 

Quinolones/Fluoroquinolones 196 (8.47%) 

Tetracyclines 25 (1.08%) 

Aminoglycosides 272 (11.75%) 

Carbapenems 10 (0.43%) 

Monobactam 0 (0.00%) 

Nitroimidazole 496 (21.43%) 

Oxazolidindiones 10 (0.43%) 
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Figure 4.1: Distribution of prescription by generics 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Figure 1 above indicates that the majority of prescribed antibiotics (88.31%) were generic, as opposed to 11.69% that were branded. 

Figure 4.2: Distribution of antibiotics prescription by route of administration 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2 above indicates that the majority of the prescriptions (70%) were oral compared to intravenous route 30%. 

Discussion 

The findings of this study provide valuable insights into the patterns of 

antibacterial agent use in a private hospital in Yenagoa, Bayelsa State, 

Nigeria. The demographic data reveal that the majority of prescriptions were 

issued to female patients (52.59%), with a significant proportion falling 

within the age range of 26-30 years (13.18%). Additionally, a substantial 

proportion of the prescriptions were for outpatients (64.31%), highlighting 

the importance of addressing antibiotic use in both inpatient and outpatient 

settings. 
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One of the key findings is the predominance of penicillins as the most 

frequently prescribed class of antibiotics (38.19%), followed by 

nitroimidazoles (21.43%) and cephalosporins (15.08%). This pattern aligns 

with previous studies that have reported a high prevalence of penicillin and 

cephalosporin prescriptions in healthcare settings [20,14]. However, the 

elevated use of nitroimidazoles, particularly metronidazole, warrants further 

investigation as these agents are primarily indicated for anaerobic bacterial 

infections and protozoal infestations [8]. Notably, the study found that the 

majority of prescribed antibiotics (88.31%) were generic formulations, which 

is consistent with efforts to promote cost-effective and accessible 

antimicrobial therapy [26]. This finding underscores the importance of 

ensuring the quality and efficacy of generic antibiotics, as well as addressing 

potential concerns related to substandard or counterfeit medications [15]. 

Regarding the route of administration, the data indicate a predominance of 

oral antibiotics (70%), while intravenous (IV) antibiotics accounted for 30% 

of prescriptions. This pattern aligns with the higher proportion of outpatient 

prescriptions observed in the study. However, it is essential to consider the 

appropriateness of the route of administration based on the clinical condition, 

severity of infection, and patient factors [35]. The inferential statistics 

revealed a significant association between age and patient status with the 

route of administration of prescribed antibiotics (p < 0.000). This finding 

suggests that factors such as age and patient status (inpatient or outpatient) 

may influence the choice of antibiotic route, potentially due to variations in 

clinical presentations, comorbidities, or treatment settings. Additionally, a 

significant association was observed between age and the prescription of 

antibiotics by generics (p < 0.000), indicating that age may play a role in 

determining whether generic or branded antibiotics are prescribed. These 

results underscore the importance of considering patient-specific factors, 

such as age and clinical status when prescribing antibiotics and highlight the 

need for tailored approaches to optimize antibiotic use across different patient 

populations. 

The results highlight the need for targeted interventions to optimize antibiotic 

prescribing practices in this private hospital setting. Implementing an 

effective antibiotic stewardship program (ASP) could help address potential 

issues such as overuse, misuse, or inappropriate selection of antibiotics [2]. 

ASPs have been shown to improve patient outcomes, reduce healthcare costs, 

and minimize the risk of antimicrobial resistance [29]. Furthermore, 

continuous education and training for healthcare providers are crucial to 

ensure adherence to evidence-based guidelines, improve diagnostic accuracy, 

and promote judicious antibiotic prescribing [6]. Collaboration with other 

healthcare facilities, professional organizations, and regulatory bodies can 

facilitate knowledge sharing, standardization of practices, and the adoption 

of best practices in antibiotic stewardship [24]. 

Limitations 

It is important to note that the interpretation of these findings should be 

contextualized within the limitations of the study design and setting. As a 

retrospective study, the data may be subject to potential biases or incomplete 

record-keeping. Additionally, the findings may not be generalizable to other 

healthcare settings or regions due to variations in prescribing practices, 

patient demographics, and healthcare system factors. 

Conclusion 

In conclusion, this study provides valuable insights into the patterns of 

antibacterial agent use in a private hospital in Yenagoa, Bayelsa State, 

Nigeria. The findings highlight the predominance of penicillins and 

nitroimidazoles, the preference for generic formulations, and the higher 

prevalence of oral antibiotics. These results underscore the need for targeted 

interventions, such as the implementation of antibiotic stewardship programs, 

continuous education, and collaboration among stakeholders, to optimize 

antibiotic prescribing practices, improve patient outcomes, and contribute to 

the global effort to combat antimicrobial resistance. 

Contribution to literature: This study's findings have contributed to an 

existing body of knowledge that cough and other minor reasons are 

implicated in antibiotic use in this part of the world. 
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